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Abstract. Data streaming applications bring new challenges to resource manage-

ment and scheduling for grid computing. Since real-time data streaming is required
as data processing is going on, integrated grid resource management becomes es-
sential among processing, storage and networking resources. Traditional schedul-
ing approaches may not be sufficient for such applications, since usually only one
aspect of grid resource scheduling is focused. In this work, an integrated resource
scheduling approach is proposed and coordinated resource allocation of CPU cycles,
storage capability and network bandwidth is implemented. Resource allocation is
performed periodically with updated information on resources and applications and
heuristic search for optimal solutions is used to assign various resources for running
applications simultaneously. Performance metrics considered in this work include
data throughput and utilization of processors, storage, and bandwidth, which are
actually tightly coupled with each other when applied for grid data streaming ap-
plications. Experimental results show dramatic improvement of performance and
scalability using our implementation.

Keywords: Grid computing, data streaming, resource management, genetic algo-
rithm

Mathematics Subject Classification 2000: 65K10, Secondary 90C59

1 INTRODUCTION

Data streaming applications are becoming more popular recently, such as astro-
nomical observations, large-scale simulation and sensor networks, which brings new
challenges to grid resource management. Characteristics of such applications include
that

1. they are continuous and long running in nature;

2. they require efficient data transfers from distributed data sources;

3. it is often not feasible to store all the data in entirety for later processing because
of limited storage and high volumes of data to be processed;

4. they need to make efficient use of high performance computing (HPC) resources
to carry out computation-intensive tasks in a timely manner.

Grid computing [1] paves a new way to enable such applications with cross-domain
resource sharing and service integration supports.

When there is a shortage of CPU processing capability located at data sources,
there is a requirement that data have to be streamed to computational resources
for processing. For example, LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Ob-
servatory) [2, 3] is generating 1TB scientific data per day and trying to benefit
from processing capabilities provided by the Open Science Grid (OSG) [4]. Since
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most OSG sites are CPU-rich but storage-limited with no LIGO data available,
data streaming supports are required in order to utilize OSG CPU resources. In
such a data streaming scenario, data should be pulled rather than pushed to the
computational system in the form of streams of tuples, and processing is continu-
ously executed over these streams as if data were always available from local storage.
What’s more, data arrival rates must be controlled to match the processing speeds
to avoid waste of computational capacity or data overflow. Meanwhile, processed
data have to be cleaned up to save space for the subsequently coming data.

Grid enabled data streaming applications require management of various grid
resources, e.g. CPU cycles, storage capability and network bandwidth. In this paper,
an integrated resource management and scheduling system for grid data streaming
applications is developed to improve data throughput, processor utilization, storage
usage and bandwidth utilization in a coordinated way. When a new application
arrives, admission control is invoked to decide whether to start or queue it. Ac-
cepted applications are allocated with appropriate resources at the end of each
scheduling period, together with running ones. A heuristic approach, genetic al-
gorithm (GA) [5] is applied to find satisfactory resource allocation scheme in the
given scheduling period with updated information of resources and applications.
Scheduling evolves periodically with updated status of resources and applications
since the grid is a shared environment where resources are not dedicated. Based on
the Globus toolkit [6], the system is able to discover and manage resources geograph-
ically distributed and belonging to different management domains in a transparent
and secure way. Evaluation results show excellent performance and scalability of
this system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a formal re-
presentation of the optimization issue with predefined performance metrics; cor-
responding algorithms are elaborated in Section 3; performance evaluation results
are illustrated in Section 4; related work is discussed in Section 5; and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 GRID DATA STREAMING – PROBLEM STATEMENT

As mentioned above, an integrated resource management and corresponding schedul-
ing algorithms are required to make full resource utilization while keeping optimal
performance of each data streaming application. The approach tries to accommodate
as many applications as possible simultaneously to make the best use of resources in
preconditions that requirements of each application can also be met. In this section,
the schedule issue is described in a formal way and performance metrics are defined.

2.1 Formal Representation

A resource pool R described in this work includes processors (P ), storage (S) and
network bandwidth (B) that have to be allocated to data streaming applications in
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an integrated manner. Suppose n is the total number of processors P in the resource
pool and there are m applications (A) for data streaming and processing.

R = {P, S, B}

P = {pi|i = 1, 2, . . . , n}

A = {aj |j = 1, 2, . . . , m}

Let s and b be the total storage space S and network bandwidth B, respec-
tively. In general, the sum of processors, storage and bandwidth allocated to each
application cannot exceed the total available resources.

m
∑

j=1

nj ≤ n

m
∑

j=1

sj ≤ s

m
∑

j=1

bj ≤ b

For each application aj , there is a corresponding minimum requirement of re-
sources that has to be met for the application to be executed.

Rreq
j = {nreq

j , sreqj , breqj }

nreq
j ≤ nj ≤ n, j = 1, 2, . . . , m

sreqj ≤ sj ≤ s, j = 1, 2, . . . , m

breqj ≤ bj ≤ min(b, bmax
j ), j = 1, 2, . . . , m

All of the above constraints have to be met during resource scheduling and
allocation for data streaming applications. Note that the bandwidth allocated to
the application aj is constrained by both available bandwidths locally b and remotely
at the data source end bmax

j . The major challenge is that the three different types
of resources are correlated to each other inherently in deciding the performance of
a scheduling and allocation scheme. In the next section, major performance metrics
considered in this work are described.

2.2 Performance Metrics

There are many aspects of performance criteria when evaluating resource allocation
schemes. Specifically, for data streaming applications, data throughput, the amount
of data streamed and processed during a given period of time, is most important.
Other performance metrics that have to be considered simultaneously are resource
utilization and scheduling scalability.
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Suppose an evaluation period includes l time units. A time unit t is a predefined
minimum time period, based on which all resource scheduling and allocation are
carried out. Let busgjk (j = 1, 2, . . .m; k = 1, 2, . . . l) be the bandwidth usage of the

application aj during the kth time unit and susgjk (j = 1, 2, . . .m; k = 1, 2, . . . l) be

the storage usage at the beginning of the kth time unit. Note that actual resource
usage of an application is usually different from corresponding resources allocated
to an application. We can calculate the total data throughput TP as follows:

TPjk = busgjk t+ susgjk − susgj(k+1) (j = 1, 2, . . . , m; k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

TPj =
l

∑

k=1

TPjk =
l

∑

k=1

busgjk t+ susgj1 − susgj(l+1) (j = 1, 2, . . . , m)

TP =
m
∑

j=1

TPj =
m
∑

j=1

l
∑

k=1

busgjk t+
m
∑

j=1

(

susgj1 − susgj(l+1)

)

.

The total data processing throughput is the difference of storage usage plus all
data streamed into the system during the given period. This is based on the as-
sumption that just-in-time data cleanup is enabled and all processed data is cleaned
up from storage at the end of each time unit. If the evaluation period covers all the
makespan of an application, it is obvious that susgj1 and susgj(l+1) are both zero and the
total data processing throughputs for a given application can be represented purely
via bandwidth usage. To simplify the problem, we assume that data throughputs of
each application TP j are comparable with each other, so that a sum up of all TP j

can be used to represent the overall data throughput. If this is not the case in a real
environment, some normalization has to be performed to weight data throughputs
of different applications in terms of data throughput.

Resource utilization is another concern when enabling data streaming applica-
tions. It is straightforward to calculate storage and bandwidth usage percents of the
kth time unit as follows:

USjk =
susgjk

s
(j = 1, 2, . . . , m; k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

USk =

∑m
j=1 s

usg
jk

s
≤ 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

US =

∑l
k=1

∑m
j=1 s

usg
jk

ls
≤ 1

UBjk =
busgjk

b
(j = 1, 2, . . . , m; k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

UBk =

∑m
j=1 b

usg
jk

b
≤ 1; k = 1, 2, . . . , l

UB =

∑l
k=1

∑m
j=1 b

usg
jk

lb
≤ 1.
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The utilization of CPU cycles can be calculated indirectly via storage usage,
since for data streaming applications it can be assumed the allocated processor is
busy when there is available data in local storage, and idle when no data is available
locally. Suppose that Pjk is the set of processors that are allocated to the application
aj during the kth time unit. Let Mik be a 2D array to identify whether the processor
pi is busy or idle at the kth time unit.

Mik =

{

1 if ∀j pi ∈ Pjk and susgjk > 0
0 if ∃j pi /∈ Pjk or susgjk = 0

(i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

The processor usage percentage is calculated as follows:

UPi =

∑l
k=1Mik

l
≤ 1(i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

UP =

∑n
i=1

∑l
k=1 Mik

nl
≤ 1.

The resource management and scheduling issue for grid data streaming applica-
tions can be transformed into an optimization problem:

P

maxTP

maxUP

minUB

s.t.

UPi ≤ 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

USk ≤ 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

UBk ≤ 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , l)

where first two goals are to process more data and match data processing and
streaming capability as much as possible while the third one is to utilize bandwidth
in an economic way to avoid congestion. These three goals conflict in nature, and
some tradeoffs have to be made. Currently, we focus more on the overall data
throughput. Algorithms provided in the next section are processing-, storage-, and
congestion-aware, so the last two goals can be maintained in most cases. Note
that storage usage is not included in optimization goals because storage usage does
not affect the ultimate throughput, but adequate storage will indeed increase the
robustness of data processing. Available processors, storage and bandwidth are
considered as constraints.
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3 RESOURCE SCHEDULING AND ALLOCATION –

KEY ALGORITHMS

There are two steps for resource scheduling: admission control is performed to decide
whether a new application is started, according to its resource requirement and
current status of available resources in the computing pool; the GA is performed
periodically to improve resource utilization and to meet the requirements of active
applications in an evolving way. Resource allocation is performed iteratively together
with periodical scheduling of key parameters.

In this section, the key components of this resource management and scheduling
scheme are described in detail. Overall flow chart for such a scheduling process is
illustrated in Figure 1.

 

Applications Resource 
Allocation 

Resource Pool 

R 

Resource 
Schedulin

Admission 
Control 

Rreq 

Fig. 1. The flow chart of resource scheduling and allocation for data streaming applications

A coming application has to specify explicitly its requirements of resources, Rreq.
Available resources R in the resource pool are monitored in real time. Both Rreq

and R are input to the admission control module to decide whether or not the coming
application should be accepted and put to the active application set. Resource
scheduling only works on active application set periodically to produce scheduling
parameters. In this work, the GA is adopted as an evolving method to absorb
dynamically changing resource and application status. Resource allocation takes
scheduling parameters as inputs and generates final allocation schemes. Resource
allocation occurs iteratively with a much higher frequency than resource scheduling
to improve the overall system performance. These are described in details below.

3.1 Admission Control

It is obvious that the resource pool in general cannot support infinite applications
simultaneously, and too many applications will lead to fierce resource competition
which may decrease overall processing efficiency as a whole. The mechanism of
admission control plays an essential role in our system for resource management.

When a new task is submitted, the admission control decides to accept it in-
stantly or just to keep it in a waiting queue and resubmit it in future. This decision is
made according to the usage status of resources and application requirements. Each
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task can specify its minimum requirement of resources, e.g. it needs some processors
of certain types, minimum bandwidth and storage. An XML schema is developed
for application requirement specification.

Applications can specify CPU type, bandwidth and storage requirement. The
system checks up current available resources. For example, an application compiled
on X86 64 cannot run on I386 processors, so not every processor is suitable for the
application. Suppose that the number of those available X86 64 processors is larger
than nreq

j , and unallocated storage and bandwidth are both larger than sreqj and breqj ,
respectively, the task can be immediately put to be active for execution. If any of
resources is not available, the task would just be kept in the waiting queue.

Applications in the queue are called new eligible applications (NEAs). NEAs can
have different priorities for resource scheduling and allocation. They are classified
into different groups according to different priorities, and in each group, the first-
come-first-serve (FCFS) strategy is applied.

3.2 Resource Scheduling

As CPU, bandwidth and storage are integrated as a whole in data streaming appli-
cations, there must be a so-called optimal operation point (OOP) to make balance
in resource usage. The OOP defines the expected bandwidth, computing power,
and granularity of data streaming (storage usage) which simultaneously maximizes
the uses of bandwidth and CPU power. Our scheduler benefits greatly from us-
ing an optimal combination of resources, instead of making independent scheduling
schemes for each type of resources.

Essentially, integrated scheduling of resources for applications is a NP-complete
problem, and in this work the GA is adopted to find satisfactory, not necessarily
optimal, solutions in a relatively short time. The GA is required to recalculate
scheduling parameters in each scheduling period, with updated status information
of resources and applications.

Using the GA, a single chromosome is composed of three parts of scheduling
parameters, leading to an allocation scheme of processors, storage and bandwidth,
respectively. The gth generation of chromosome can be represented as follows:

CHROMg = {pjg, sjg, αg, βg, ρg, µjg | j = 1, 2, . . . , m}.

Similar to definitions in Section 2.2, suppose that Pjg is the set of processors
that are allocated to the application aj during the g

th generation of GA evolving. To
simplify the problem, each application just needs one processor, so pjg is used above
instead of Pjg. For an application, it is expected to run on a fixed processor till it is
finished, or to put it another way, no migration from one processor to another occurs
during task execution. Only parts of pjg for new applications are involved in the GA
evolving and previously assigned processors are fixed to be allocated to its current
application. sjg represents the maximum storage allocated to the application aj . For
a certain application, its lower limit of storage has to be larger than sreqj and can be
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set to be a proportion of sjg. Details are included in the next section on resource
allocation. Similarly, scheduling parameters above, α β, ρ and µj (j = 1, 2, . . . , m)
are corresponding to bandwidth allocation. How these parameters are associated
with a bandwidth allocation scheme is also described in details in the next section.
Three parts of a chromosome evolve independently with their own rules, decreasing
computational complexity and avoiding meaningless heuristic searches.

The evaluation index, or fitness, of each chromosome is set to be data through-
put, i.e., the amount of data processed in a scheduling interval. As mentioned
before, we consider all the data for different applications equally. In calculating its
throughput, information on applications and resources has to be updated and per-
formance prediction is enabled using historical information. Given a chromosome
with scheduling parameters, with historical performance information and some pri-
ority of resources and applications, data throughput in a scheduling interval can
be calculated using formulations in Section 2.2. In a scheduling period, scheduling
parameters are initiated from its direct foregoing period. During the evolution, two
chromosomes are crossed to generate two new ones for the next generation, and
genetic mutation happens in some chromosomes with a given probability. The chro-
mosome that leads to the highest data throughput value can be achieved and corre-
sponding scheduling parameters are used to generate a resource allocation scheme
in a scheduling period.

Although it is hard to find the global OOP since applications and resources are
varying constantly and it is not easy to define expected processors, bandwidth and
storage precisely, evolving searching capability of the GA guarantees a satisfactory
solution for each scheduling period. Allocation algorithms for processors, storage
and bandwidth are given below.

3.3 Resource Allocation

Given a set of correlated scheduling parameters generated by the GA described
above, resource allocation schemes can be achieved using the method given in this
section. While scheduling parameters are fixed within each scheduling period, re-
source allocation schemes can still change; for instance, bandwidth allocation is an
iterative process.

3.3.1 Processor Allocation

As mentioned above, processor assignment is a match making process. Both applica-
tions and resources can specify their own requirements. Processors can be classified
into several groups according to their architectures. Similar processors in the same
group may also have different frequencies that may lead to different data process-
ing performance. NEAs can also be organized into several groups with different
priorities. In each group, the selecting principle is FCFS.

Matchmaking is carried out to find appropriate processors for applications. The
processors whose characteristics do not conflict with the application requirements
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form a candidate set. Then applications with higher priorities find their matched
processors first. In a CHROM, pj is the number of the assigned processor for each ap-
plication. In different generations of evolving in a given scheduling period, processor
assignments of chromosomes in successive generations are independent to guarantee
all possible assignments can be covered. As we have mentioned, no migration of
applications exist, so in each scheduling period, the algorithm is only required to
allocate processors for the NEAs.

3.3.2 Storage Allocation

The overall principle for storage allocation is to make full usage of storage to increase
robustness while getting ready for new coming applications. If there are only few
applications running in the resource pool, the storage allocated for each application
can be set to a high value. While the number of applications increases, allocated
storage for each application may be decreased. So quotas for each application can
be scalable accordingly, and there must be some margin of storage for potentially
new-coming applications.

Step 1: Initialization. As supposed, there are m applications in the pool, to gene-
rate m random numbers, rj ∈ (, 1), j = 1, 2, . . .m. Calculate each quota, qj as
follows:

qj =
rj

∑

rj
(j = 1, 2, . . . , m).

Step 2: If sj = qjs ≥ sreqj , reserve these numbers for initially allocated storage for
the application aj. Otherwise, repeat step 1 until sj ≥ sreqj (j = 1, 2, . . .m)
becomes true, where sreqj is the minimal required storage of application aj as
defined in Section 2.1.

Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all the storage allocation schemes are set for
the chromosomes in a population, and these would be initial values for the first
generation.

Step 4: Chromosome crossing. Two chromosomes cross to generate new ones for
the next generation as follows:

εjgsjg + (1− εjg) sj′g = sj(g+1)

(1− εjg) sjg + εjgsj′g = sj′(g+1)

where 0 < εjg < 1 is a random number evenly distributed in (0, 1), and the other
chromosome, j ′, is selected at random.

Step 5: Repeat step 4 until all generations are covered.

A storage allocation scheme includes both the upper and lower limit values. As
mentioned in Section 3.2, the lower limit of storage has to be larger than sreqj and
can be set to be a proportion of sjg. Lower and upper limits are mainly used as
thresholds to control start and end times of data streaming: when data amount
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scratches the lower limit, more data should be transferred until the amount reaches
the upper limit. Since there are also data cleanups involved, data amount keeps
changing and varies between lower and upper limits.

The upper limit for each application is used to guarantee that the overall amount
of data in local storage does not exceed available storage space. The lower limit is
used to guarantee that data processing can survive network collapse when no data
can be streamed from sources to local storage for a certain period of time, which
improves system robustness and increases CPU resource utilization.

3.3.3 Bandwidth Allocation

Bandwidth allocation plays an important role in the whole resource allocation
scheme, for appropriate bandwidth is indispensable to guarantee data streaming
for applications to make them run constantly. Different from traditional bandwidth
allocation, our scheme is storage aware, i.e., data streaming may be intermittent
rather than continuous to avoid data overflow, for allocated storage for each appli-
cation is limited. When the storage is full of data, streaming is halted for a while
until some data has been processed and cleaned up so that storage is released for
more data. At any moment, the amount of data in storage for each application is
determined by both data streaming and cleanup processes.

A utility function Uj(bj) is introduced when its data is streamed with allocated
bandwidth bj. Uj(bj) should be concave, continuous, bounded and increasing in the
interval [breqj , b]. Note that it is not necessary that identical utility functions are
chosen for all applications. We try to maximize the sum of the utilities of all the
applications, maintaining fairness among them.

Due to the usage status of storage and repertory policy with lower and upper
limits of storage allocation, there are two possible states for each application aj at
any time, i.e., active and inactive, which indicates whether a data streaming is on
or off. Let sjk and λsjk be the upper and lower limits of storage allocation. λ is
a predefined fixed proportion of storage allocation between 0 and 1. Let Ajk be the
state identity for the application aj at the k

th step. Ajk can be initiated as active (1)
and evolves as follows:

Aj(k+1) =



















1 if Ajk = 1 and susgjk < sjk
0 if susgjk ≥ sjk
0 if Ajk = 0 and susgjk > λsjk
1 if susgjk ≤ λsjk

An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed in [7] and its convergence is
analyzed, but it is required to be congestion-aware, which is hard to be satisfied
in the wide-area Internet. According to our situation, we make some modification
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upon it as follows:

bj(k+1) =















[

bjk + αkU
′

(bjk)
]

j
if Ajk = 1 and

∑

Ajk=1 bjk ≤ ρkb

[βkbjk]j if Ajk = 1 and
∑

Ajk=1 bjk > ρkb

0 if Ajk = 0

Here, bjk is the bandwidth allocation for the application aj at the kth step of
iterations. Note that there are many small iterations during a scheduling period.
αk, βk and ρk are all positive sequences. ρk is the so-called safety coefficient to avoid
bandwidth excess, where ρk ∈ (0, 1), i.e., there is some margin from the full use of
total bandwidth for flexibility and robustness. For the sake of convenience, they are
usually substituted as a fixed value within multiple iterations of a scheduling period
and only evolve when GA is applied to generate new scheduling parameters when
a new scheduling period starts, as described in Section 3.2. [·]j denotes a projection
on the application aj and can be calculated as

[x]j = min
(

b, bmax
j ,max

(

breqj , x
))

.

U ′(.) is the sub gradient of

U (·) =
M
∑

j=1

Uj (bjk)

and

U
′

(bjk) =
∂U (·)

∂bjk
.

A popular utility function can be expressed as:

Uj (bjk) = µjk ln (1 + bjk) , j = 1, 2, . . .m

where µj stand for applications’ coefficient. As we can see, given allocation schemes
of processors and storage as mentioned above, with settled parameters such as α,
β, ρ and µj, a bandwidth allocation scheme can be obtained, and performance
metrics, e.g. data throughput and resource usage, can be calculated. For bandwidth
allocation, it is transformed to finding the optimal set of such parameters, which is
performed at the beginning of each scheduling period, as described in Section 3.2.

Essentially, the bandwidth allocation approach proposed in our work is a type of
additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm that is usually used in
TCP congestion avoidance. Main feature of our approach is storage awareness, since
data streaming is stopped if allocated storage is nearly full such that data overflow
is avoided. The approach is also processing-aware, because the processing capacity
can be reflected via storage usage. Our bandwidth allocation leads to on-demand
data streaming, which is also congestion aware.
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Bandwidth allocation is finally implemented in our system using GridFTP [8]
through controlling start and end times of data transfers and tuning parallelism for
each application. System implementation and experimental results are given below.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to verify our approach proposed above, a grid environment has been estab-
lished at Tsinghua University (Beijing, China). The Globus Toolkit 4.0.1 is deployed
to provide common grid services and a simple Certificate Authority is set up to sign
certificates for hosts and users which are used to establish a secure and transparent
environment for data streaming applications. Detailed information on our system
implementation and experimental results on our resource scheduling approach are
included in this section.

4.1 System Implementation

Key components in the architecture of our resource management and scheduling
system include a client tool for job submission, a management engine for admission
control, a scheduler, a dispatcher and application wrappers.

Client Tool. This tool is an interface for users to submit their applications with
requirement specification in XML format, including the executables, processor
number and architecture, minimum bandwidth and storage requirements, data
sources, etc. It is also capable of monitoring status of submitted applications
and resources, halting and canceling submitted jobs.

Management Engine. The management engine accepts users’ submissions and
puts them into the queue, which can be accessed by the scheduler. Its main
function is to provide grid supports for streaming applications, such as security,
resource discovery and management. The components of Globus toolkit used
here include GSI (Globus Security Infrastructure) and MDS (Monitoring and
Discovery Service). The management engine is responsible for admission control.

Scheduler. This is the core component in the whole architecture and its key algo-
rithms are discussed in detail in Section 3. It is responsible for generating the
scheduling parameters. Its instruction will be executed by the dispatcher.

Dispatcher. The dispatcher is in charge of resource allocation, sending executa-
bles with their description files to appropriate processors and invoking. This
component interacts with services provided by grid middleware, such as Globus
GRAM.

Application Wrappers. This component parses the description file according to
the XML schemas, initializes execution of executables, and starts data stream-
ing to specified storage with allocated bandwidth. Also, results are sent back
through the dispatcher.
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Beside allocation of computational resources as most traditional grid resource
management and scheduling systems do, our system also deals with allocation of
bandwidth and storage to support real-time data transfer which is required by data
streaming applications. Management and scheduling of processors, bandwidth and
storage are carried out in an integrated rather than independent way.

4.2 Experiment Design

As shown in Figure 2, a case study for LIGO data analysis is taken as a typical
data streaming application. Two streams of data from two observatories (H1 and
L1), represented using two file lists, are inputs of the program, rmon. The program
calculates the r-Statistic of two data sets to measure signal similarity. A signal has
more possibility to be a gravitational wave candidate if it occurs at two observatories
simultaneously. Once the program rmon is launched, an option file is used to define
data stride and channels for each step of calculation. Data can be used in a streaming
way since data is organized in time series and becomes obsolete after being processed.
Note that this is a simplified example of LIGO data analysis since in a real world
scenario there are also pre- and post- steps and a complete data analysis is usually
carried out in a formal of pipelines.

/data/node10/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658016-16.gwf
/data/node11/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658032-16.gwf
/data/node12/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658048-16.gwf
/data/node13/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658064-16.gwf
/data/node14/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658080-16.gwf
/data/node15/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658096-16.gwf
/data/node16/frame/S3/L3/LHO/H-RDS_R_L3-751658112-16.gwf

/data/node10/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658016-16.gwf
/data/node11/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658032-16.gwf
/data/node12/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658048-16.gwf
/data/node13/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658064-16.gwf
/data/node14/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658080-16.gwf
/data/node15/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658096-16.gwf
/data/node16/frame/S3/L3/LLO/L-RDS_R_L3-751658112-16.gwf

rmon

filelist1.txt
filelist2.txt

multilist.txt

stride      16.0
channel_1   H1:LSC-AS_Q
channel_2   L1:LSC-AS_Q

opt 

filelist1.txt

filelist2.txt

[jcao@ldaspc1 rmon]$ export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/ls csoft/dol/lib
[jcao@ldaspc1 rmon]$ ./rmon -opt opt -inlists multilist.txt
Processing multi list file: multilist.txt

Number of lists added: 2 Total data streams: 2
Processing frame list file: /home/jcao/rmon/filelis t1.txt

Number of files added: 1188 Total frame files: 1188
Processing frame list file: /home/jcao/rmon/filelis t2.txt

Number of files added: 1188 Total frame files: 1188
channel[1]=H1:LSC-AS_Q channel[2]=L1:LSC-AS_Q
startgps=751658000 stride=16 r-statistic=-0.0025178 2
startgps=751658016 stride=16 r-statistic=-0.0122699
startgps=751658032 stride=16 r-statistic=0.0168868
……

standalone run of rmon DMT offline monitor

 

Fig. 2. Experiment design – LIGO data analysis case study

The grid environment established at the campus is connected to Internet with
limited bandwidth, and a network file system (NFS) is configured to which all data
streams are directed. Each application is given a unique number to identify its di-
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rectory in the NFS where its data is streamed so that applications can access data
as if data were always available locally. In a local area network of the same campus,
NSF does not introduce heavy overhead for data access. Tasks are submitted at
moments complying with negative exponential distribution law, and their require-
ments of resources are also explicitly expressed. Experiments are carried out using
parameter values listed in Table 1.

Parameters Values

m 30

n 16(5 + 4 + 7)

s 140MB

b 30Mbps

n
req
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m 1

s
req
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m 8 9 40 10 8 5 5 6 10 6 9 6 10 7 6 6 8 7 7 9 8 8 10 6 9 9 7 8

5 5

b
req
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 3 1

bmax
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m 7 7 6 5 4 6 6 5 7 7 6 4 4 5 7 4 6 7 5 5 5 7 6 4 5 5 6 6 7 4

µj, j=1,2, . . . , m 15

l 10 000

t 1 s

λ 0.8

Table 1. Experiment design – parameter values

Totally 30 applications are submitted to a grid node with 16 processors, 140MB
disk space, and 30Mbps bandwidth. Processors are divided into 3 groups, each
with a different architecture. Each application requires one processor with different
storage and bandwidth requirements. The experiment lasts for 10 000 seconds with
1 second per time unit. Resource scheduling is carried out once per 200 time units
with updated resource and application information.

4.3 Experimental Results

Figures 3–5 illustrate detailed resource usage information of the experiment. The
processors are divided into 3 groups. Each group has a separate resource schedul-
ing scenario. While utilization of processors cannot be 100% since processors can
become idle if no data is available for processing, these idle CPU times cannot be
reused by other applications once allocated. Different from processor usage, storage
and bandwidth usage can adapt to application requirements quickly.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In the last section, raw data on resource usage of processors, storage and bandwidth
are visualized. In this section, our approach described in Section 3 is evaluated using
performance metrics described in Section 2.2.
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(a) Processor Usage in Group 1
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(b) Processor Usage in Group 2
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(c) Processor Usage in Group 3

Fig. 3. Experiment results – processor usage
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Fig. 4. Experiment results – storage usage
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Fig. 5. Experiment results – bandwidth usage
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4.4.1 Admission Control

In our experiment, as grid resources are limited compared with data streaming
application requirements, it can be inferred that too many applications accepted
by the grid without admission control would lead to low processing performance,
measured using data throughput in our case. This is verified by further experimental
results included in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6 c), higher data throughput is achieved in the scenario
with admission control than in that without admission control. Note that in the
latter scenario, since no admission control mechanism is applied, all applications
are started to run immediately once submitted and one processor may have to deal
with more than one application at the same time. Inadequate data provision for
each application and competition of computational power among applications lead
to lower data processing performance as a whole.

Figures 6 a) and 6 b) also provide an overall picture of application status in
both scenarios, where red bars with the character P stand for pending applications
and pink bars with the character R mean the corresponding application is running.
The makespan of 30 applications is different in the two scenarios. The numbers
of completed applications are 29 and 25, respectively. It is obvious that the total
makespan is longer in the situation when no admission control is applied.

4.4.2 Processor Utilization

As shown in Figure 3, processors are allocated to applications, one for a single
application exclusively. Groups 1 and 2 deal with more applications while they
include less processors than Group 3, so average workload of processors is higher
than that of Group 3. Because some applications may not be able to be executed on
the processors in Group 3, they cannot be transferred to Group 3 for load balancing.

Once an application is started to run on a certain processor, it does not mean
that the processor is busy all the time. Since all applications are dependent on
data streaming supports, the processor of an application could be idle if no data is
available at local storage. Higher processor utilization is always required for a better
system performance.

In this section, an additional experiment is carried out with a scheduling scheme
in which allocation of computing, bandwidth and storage resources is made inde-
pendently. As shown in Figure 7, compared with the integrated approach proposed
in this work, the independent scheme results in lower processor utilization for most
applications. Higher processor utilization is achieved using our integrated scheduling
scheme.

4.4.3 Storage Awareness

Another feature of our approach is that data streaming is storage-aware, i.e., data
transfers are controlled by the usage of allocated storage, rather than spontaneously.
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(a) With admission control
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(b) Without admission control
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(c) Comparison of data throughput

Fig. 6. Performance evaluation – admission control
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Fig. 7. Performance Evaluation – Processor Utilization

The principle here is that just-enough is OK, not the-more-the-better. Data stream-
ing can be intermittent, not always continuous. In this way high volume of data
can be processed with reasonable storage usage, as shown in Figure 8(a). Storage
usage varies in a reasonable scope during the experiment. If data streaming is con-
tinuous and available storage space is large enough, storage usage can be of high
volume, as illustrated in Figure 8(b). Small storage can achieve high throughput
for data streaming applications with well-controlled data streaming and processing
scheme.

4.4.4 Iterative Bandwidth Allocation

Bandwidth is allocated to each running application to guarantee their data provision.
Parameters for bandwidth allocation are obtained using the GA (as described in
Section 3.2) and applied in each scheduling period. As described in Section 3.3.3,
bandwidth allocation is an iterative process that is adaptive to the total available
bandwidth and requirements of running applications.

To justify our iterative bandwidth allocation algorithm, additional experiments
are carried out using an even bandwidth allocation method, where bandwidth is
allocated to the running applications equally. As shown in Figure 9 a), since total
available bandwidth is relatively low (b = 30Mbps), with even bandwidth alloca-
tion, only 25 applications are finished in 10 000 time units. In Figure 9 b), available
bandwidth is increased to 40Mbps. In this case, each application can get enough
data with the even allocation scheme. These results can be compared with Fig-
ure 6 a). Using our iterative approach, a better performance can be achieved with
relatively low available bandwidth.
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(a) Storage-Aware Data Streaming
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(b) Non-Storage-Aware Data Streaming

Fig. 8. Performance Evaluation – Storage Aware Data Streaming

Comparison of data throughput using iterative and even bandwidth allocation is
illustrated in Figure 9 c). It is obvious that higher data throughput can be achieved
using our iterative bandwidth allocation, though only relatively low available band-
width is available. This is because our approach is storage- and processing-aware.
Using the even allocation method, some applications may starve for data while oth-
ers may be allocated redundant bandwidth, which reduces data processing efficiency
and results in lower data throughput.
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(a) With Even Bandwidth Allocation (b = 30)
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(b) With Even Bandwidth Allocation (b = 40)
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(c) Comparison of Data Throughput

Fig. 9. Performance Evaluation – Bandwidth Allocation
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5 RELATED WORK

Stream processing used to be the focus of database research [9, 10, 11, 12] in recent
years, and some tools and techniques have been developed to cope with efficient
handling of continuous queries on data streams, while our work focuses on scheduling
streaming applications on grid resources.

Grid scheduling has primarily focused on providing supports for batch-oriented
jobs [13]. Most resource management infrastructures available for grid computing,
such as Legion [14], Nimrod/G [15], Condor [16] and [17], are largely geared to
support batch-oriented applications rather than streaming ones. Attention has also
been paid to scheduling of interactive job in grid environments [18, 19, 20]. There are
several existing efforts that are focused on grid resource management and scheduling
for data streaming applications:

GATES. A middleware system, called GATES [21, 22, 23] (Grid-based AdapTive
Execution on Streams), is developed for applications involving high-volume data
streams and requiring distributed processing of data arising from a distributed
set of sources. A resource allocation algorithm based on minimal spanning tree
(MST) is developed, whose target is to create a deployment configuration, in-
cluding

1. the number of data sources and their location;

2. the destination, i.e. the node where the final results are needed;

3. the number of stages in the application;

4. the number of instances of each stage;

5. how the instances connect to each other and

6. the node at which each stage is assigned.

Given a streaming application composed of several stages, the first three com-
ponents of a deployment configuration are determined, and the emphasis of this
resource allocation algorithm is to decide the last three components to give the
applications the best chance to achieve best performance. Once a deployment
configuration is finished, the launcher program can be called to automatically
launch the application.

Streamline. Streamline [24, 25] as a scheduling heuristic is designed specially
to adapt to the dynamic nature of grid environment and varying demands of
a streaming application. It is expected to maximize throughput of the applica-
tion by assigning best resources to the neediest stage in terms of computation
and communication requirements, belonging to a general class of list schedul-
ing algorithms. Stages are prioritized according to their estimated computation
and communication costs, and the resources leading to minimal costs will be
assigned to the stages. In this algorithm, precise estimation of computation and
communication costs must be provided, which is not easy to be implemented.
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Pegasus. Pegasus [26, 27] is aimed to address the problem of automatically gene-
rating job workflows for the grid, which helps map an abstract workflow defined
in terms of application-level components to the set of available grid resources. It
handles data transfers, job processing and data cleanups in a workflow manner,
not in an integrated and cooperative way. In our approach for grid data stream-
ing applications, data streaming, processing and cleanups have to be processed
simultaneously instead of in a workflow manner.

The above projects mainly focus on management and scheduling of computa-
tional and data resources for grid applications, where network resources are
not considered. The following two projects provide co-allocation of various grid
resources but they are not targeting data streaming applications.

EnLIGHTened. As best-effort networks always introduce bottleneck for high-end
applications, the EnLIGHTened computing [28] project is aimed to co-allocate
any type of Grid resource: computers, storage, instruments, and deterministic,
high-bandwidth network paths, including lightpaths, in advance or on-demand.
Then external networks, especially dedicated optical networks, can be used as
first class resources within grid environments, which will guarantee large data
transfers associated with executions on remote resources. Its idea is similar with
our integrated resource scheduling proposed in this paper, but we implement
more fine-grained resource allocation to cope with specific requirements for data
streaming applications, e.g. storage awareness.

G-lambda. G-lambda [29] project is to define a standard web service interface
(GNS-WSI) between a grid resource manager and a network resource service
from a network resource manager provided by commercial network operators.
One grid scheduling system is developed to co-allocate computing and network
resources with advance reservations through web service interfaces using the Grid
Resource Scheduler (GRS), the Network Resource Management System (NRM),
which is capable of GMPLS network resource management. This is a general
framework for resource co-allocation, which does not pay enough attention to
characteristics of data streaming applications, such as sustaining and controlled
data provision.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Data streaming applications bring new challenges to grid resource management and
scheduling, such as requiring real-time data provision and integrated resource alloca-
tion schemes. Different from existing resource management and scheduling schemes
that only focus on computational resources, the system proposed in this paper
takes computational, storage and network resources into account simultaneously
and makes integrated management and scheduling schemes, which are proved to be
feasible with improved performance and scalability.

The work described in this paper is mainly focused on resource utilization and
overall data throughput of the system. Future work will address quality of service
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(QoS) issues required by data streaming applications. Scheduling for data streaming
pipelines will also be considered, which is more complicated with requirement of
balancing among multiple stages and appropriate data provision. Ongoing work
also includes scheduling data sharing among multiple data streaming applications
to further improve system performance.
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